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abstract

A web site was designed and constructed for the Research + Demonstration Facility

(RDF)  as a master’s thesis project  to help educators teach future architects more interactively

by using the dynamic medium of the Internet.  Students and faculty will learn about evolving

architectural research and technology as well as potential consequences of design decisions.

Educators will be able to conduct online research, or tele-experiments, in the classroom thus

allowing students to learn, in near real-time, the outcome or progress of research on and off

campus.  This project presents some of the possibilities of how the Internet can enhance re-

search information delivery to students and faculty of architecture.
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The purpose of this master’s thesis is to deliver architectural research information to

users of the Internet.  This web site was designed and constructed for the Research + Demon-

stration Facility (RDF) to help educators teach future architects more interactively by using the

dynamic medium of the Internet.  By its very nature, the Internet allows connections to sources

of knowledge not readily available.  To envision research information is to work at the intersec-

tion of image, word, number, art, and computer (Tufte 9).  The Internet allows education to

expand outside of traditional limitations of teaching.  While not attempting to replace hands-on

learning, use of the Internet as a supplemental device permits greater exposure to available

information.  This project presents some of the possibilities of how the Internet can enhance

research delivery to students of architecture.

Students and faculty can learn about evolving architectural research and technology as

well as potential consequences of design decisions.   This interactivity allows for comparisons

across many areas, such as: energy use patterns, solar exposure, atmospheric conditions,

research monitoring, and indoor air quality.  Educators will be able to conduct on-line research,

or tele-experiments, in the classroom thus allowing students to learn in near real-time the

outcome or progress of  research conducted both on and off campus.  The global nature of the

Internet provides an opportunity for users at other institutions to collaborate on research con-

ducted at the facility.  The ability to share resources will hopefully decrease duplication of re-

search efforts while optimizing valuable research funds.

Following is a partial list of research projects and papers available to view in the Re-

search + Demonstration Facility web site:
• Research Objectives and Proposals for RDF
• Indoor Air Quality Research
• Photovoltaic Powered Lighting
• Solar Hot Water System Application
• Essay: A [ Research + Demonstration ] Building

• Building Materials Research

Presently, the project is set up as a "static" site that allows the user to view and down-

load historic or archived information. In the future this site could be more dynamic and interac-

tive by allowing users to interpret raw data in near real-time.  The ability to analyze information

immediately after acquisition is a potential benefit of this web site.  Authorized users will be able

to view information and alter selected parameters as needed to observe results.

The web site also acts as a case study of the Research + Demonstration building.

Information about construction drawings, photos, renderings, animations, contributors, planned

uses, equipment, and special construction techniques are available for viewing and download-

ing from the site.  Web pages describe how the building utilizes many materials and techniques

not found in current structures, such as, biaxial concrete blocks and suspended block floor

introduction and background
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systems.  The building was built to perform as a full-scale test bed for innovative designs.

Some of these designs are concrete block acoustical walls, concrete masonry interior flexible

partitions, and indoor environment systems.

 While the Internet is a relatively new tool to gather and disseminate information, archi-

tectural research has existed for centuries.  This thesis project takes a step towards better

understanding the possibilities the Internet presents for distributing architectural research

information.
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design guidelines

General
Frame based web pages were chosen after consulting with a  range of Internet users.

Consistent navigational aids and graphics are necessary for confident and competent maneu-

vering through a web site.  Advanced and novice users alike agreed that consistent page struc-

ture is very important in designing a successful and accessible web site.  Additionally, online

“awards” are typically given to web sites utilizing concise information display elements such as

navigable frames that are intuitively laid out.  The RDF web site’s use of frames provides an

easy way to maintain navigational uniformity in one area and information dissemination in

another.

Programming differences between present manufacturers of web browsers sometimes

treat web pages unexpectedly.  Often text and images do not look the same from browser to

browser creating confusion for the user .  Different operating platforms and systems also display

web pages with other than anticipated results.  There are also other factors like preferences,

and monitor resolution settings that determine display of web pages.  The scope of this project

does not allow a separate configuration for each browser type though certain modifications were

made for the two most used browsers available; Netscape Navigator and Microsoft Internet

Explorer.  The Research + Demonstration web site looks and operates identically using the two

browser applications.

It is important to note that all web pages and images contained in them were created on

Apple Macintosh or Macintosh clone computers.  Refer to Appendix B for a complete list of

computer hardware and software used for this project.

Page and Frame Sizing
Due to the limited size of most computer screens, the maximum width of all pages allows

them to fit on a monitor whose maximum resolution is 640 x 480 pixels.  The 640 pixel width is

the critical dimension as vertical scrolling of a page is more accepted than horizontal scrolling.

Two pages of vertical scrolling is acceptable to most users.  There are a few instances where

the two page scrolling limit was extended because breaking up the page would have interrupted

the information flow.

Web pages are divided into two vertically separated frames.  The left navigational frame

is set to a fixed width of 110 pixels while the right frame is set relative to the maximum width of

the monitor.  As a rule, the right frame will open at approximately 460-475 pixels and, when

combined with the left frame, produces a page 570-600 pixels wide.

The left navigational frame does not allow scrolling by the user.  The image and associ-

ated map are 100 pixels wide by 300 pixels long, well within the 480 maximum length, therefore

vertical scrolling of the left frame is not required.  Leaving the left navigational frame static also

helps keep the user oriented with a consistent graphical element.  The right, or main frame,
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offers user controlled scrolling for the length of the document being viewed.

The pages are displayed using borderless frames, therefore, there is no vertical line

between the two vertically separated frames.  The current versions of Netscape Navigator/

Communicator and Microsoft Internet Explorer treat borderless frame HTML (HyperText Markup

Language) commands differently.  Because of this difference each frameset, or combination of

files that make up a viewed page, require separate commands for each browser type.  The

borderless frames HTML tags, or commands, for each browser are as follows:

Netscape Navigator/Communicator -

<FRAMESET COLS="110,*" bordercolor="255 255 255" border="0" frameborder="no">

Microsoft Internet Explorer -

<FRAMESET COLS="110,*" bgcolor="255 255 255" framespacing="0" frameborder="0">

or, as the RDF web site utilizes, use one command line incorporating correct HTML for both

browsers types:

<FRAMESET COLS="110,*" bordercolor="255 255 255" border="0" frameborder="no"

bgcolor="255 255 255" framespacing="0" frameborder="0">

Banner Information
The web site utilizes banners at the tops of pages to help the user find specific informa-

tion located on the page or one closely related to it.  A common banner template was designed

to achieve graphic and navigational clarity.  All banner image files end with the same letters

(xxx_bnr.gif).  Banners at the tops of pages use similar, if not identical, design criteria.  The

black borders at the top and bottom with inverted text are used with an image related to subject

matter of the page displayed.  The images are manipulated in Adobe Photoshop to produce fun

representations of the original image.  Colors used for the BACK text areas generally appear as

a dominant tint within the image.  Helvetica is used throughout the web site as the banner and

navigation frame font.  Fourteen point Helvetica is used in the upper black band of the banner

and twelve point is used in the lower border.  Text in the black border areas is centered verti-

cally.  Other design standards and dimensions used can best be seen in Figure 1.

This project maintains a direct approach from a graphical standpoint.  Consistent naviga-

tional elements reinforce clarity and maneuverability within web site pages.  Page specific

navigation banners always appear at the top of the page with overall site navigation presented

in the left red frame.  Uniformity and lucidity are also maintained by using the sans-serif font

Helvetica in all banner and navigation frame image maps.  Keeping the interface as straightfor-

ward as possible is critical in helping the user feel in control while navigating through the site.

Graphics Formats
All banners and most displayed images are .GIF format files.  This produced the best

quality screen image compared to the alternative .JPEG format.  Most displayed images found

throughout the web site are .GIF format but lead to a larger .JPEG version when clicked on.
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Smaller images contain xxx_sm.gif (xxx is the rest of the file name) in the file name if it leads to

a larger viewable version.  Images in the web site utilize a drop shadow effect like the one in the

banner example shown on the previous page.  Refer to Appendix B for detailed instructions on

how to perform a drop shadow Action on an image in Adobe Photoshop 4.0.1.

Color Information
The color scheme for the research + demonstration facility web site is red and yellow

tints.  These are primarily used in the navigation frames  and were derived from the colors found

in the spaceframe and purlins of the building.  White is used as the default background color for

all pages with a default text color of 82% gray.  The  components for the colors are as follows:
Color H,S,L R,G,B C,M,Y,K HTML
White 0,0%,100% 100%,100%,100% 0%,0%,0%,0% FFFFFF
Red 358,97%,38% 74%,1%,3% 0%,73%71%,26% CC0000

143,4,8
Yellow 55,100%,93 255,235,0 3%,2%,95%,0% FFFF00
Text 0%,0%,18% 18%,18%,18% 0%,0%,0%,82% 333333

1010
400

17
8

9013
5

23
22

10 3 spaces

30
16

5
430

All numbers refer to pixels, except for three spaces between words in the lower navigation area

Figure 1

14 point Helvetica

 12 point Helvetica
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web site page information

This section provides an image of each page created for the Research +Demonstration

web site and information about it’s file location and linked graphics.  The page’s file name and

Uniform Resource Locator (URL) will start with the RDF folder because anything closer to the

root directory,  i.e. www.caus.vt.edu, is out of this projects control.  As of this printing, the RDF

web site information is located at URL http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/.  Here are a few

facts about the RDF web site;
•  Approximately 600 files comprise the web site,
•  Approximately 900 hyper-links located in approximately 110 HTML pages,
•  Average page download time using a 28.8k baud modem is 10 - 15 seconds,
•  Average page download time using a T1 network connection is 3 - 8 seconds,
•  Took approximately five months to construct the web site for one person work-
    ing part time on the project,
•  The book took three weeks to compile.

The files associated with the Research + Demonstration web site work independent of

the RDFs folder location on the server with exception of the tour.pdf  file which has absolute

links to pages in this web site.  If the RDF folder is moved to somewhere other than

www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/, the links will not work without manually changing the URLs

in the tour.pdf file.

All of the web site page images are screen captures at 72 dots per inch, so please

excuse any blurriness.  Netscape Communicator 4.0 on an Apple Macintosh was used for the

screen captures.  Below is a table of the main pages that follow.
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introduction

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/index.html
Frame: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/navframe.html

Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/nav_text.gif
Frame: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/indexrframe.html

Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/intro_noblack_bnr.gif
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research objectives

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/objectives.html
Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/default1_bnr.gif
Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/roof_runwaylights_sm.gif
Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/RDF_hallwayBW_sm.gif
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research proposal

 http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/proposal.html
Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/default1_bnr.gif
Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/SF_Node_Closeup_sm.gif
Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/ph2_elevfloor2_sm.gif
Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/ph2_iaq_sm.gif
Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/Biaxial_block_sm.gif
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essay

  http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/BGEssay.html
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/default1_bnr.gif
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/BGScarpaGate.gif
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/BGVerumFactum.gif
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site structure

 http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/rdfsite.html
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what’s new

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/new/indexnew.html
              Frame: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/new/nav_new.html
                    Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/new/nav_new.gif
              Frame: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/new/new.html
                    Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/new/new_bnr.gif
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facilities

 http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/indexfac.html
              Frame: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/navfac.html
                    Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/nav_fac.gif
              Frame: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/facilities.html
                    Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/facilities_bnr.gif
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facilities - thumbnails

 http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/thumbnails/thumbnails.html
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/default1_bnr.gif
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/thumbnails/3dplan_sm.gif
/thumbnails/3d_ne_sm.gif /thumbnails/3d_sw_sm.gif /thumbnails/elevph1_e._sm.gif
/thumbnails/elevph21_n_sm.gif /thumbnails/elevph21_s_sm.gif /thumbnails/elevph2_w_sm.gif
/thumbnails/planph12_site_sm.gif /thumbnails/planph21_a1_sm.gif
/thumbnails/sectph1_ew_sm.gif /thumbnails/sectph2_ew._sm.gif
/thumbnails/sectph2_ns_sm.gif /thumbnails/tcells_plan_sm.gif /thumbnails/tcells_sect_sm.gif
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facilities - plan

 http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/plan.html
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/plan_bnr.gif
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facilities - plan - main

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/plan.html#plan-main
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/planph21_a1_sm.gif
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facilities - plan - site

 http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/plan.html#plan-site
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/planph12_site_sm.gif
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facilities - section

 http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/section.html
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/sect_bnr.gif
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facilities - section - north.south

 http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/section.html#sect-ns
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/sectph2_ns_sm.gif
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facilities - section - east.west

 http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/section.html#sect-ew
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/sectph1_ew_sm.gif
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facilities - elevations

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/elev.html
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/elev_bnr.gif
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facilities - elevations - north

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/elev.htm#north
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/elevph21_n_sm.gif
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facilities - elevations - south

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/elev.html#south
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/elevph21_s_sm.gif
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facilities - elevations - east

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/elev.html#east
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/elevph1_e_sm.gif
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facilities - elevations - west

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/elev.html#west
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/elevph2_w_sm.gif
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facilities - 3d cad

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/3d.html
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/3d_bnr.gif
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facilities - 3d cad - north.east

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/3d.html#ne
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/3d_ne_sm.gif
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facilities - 3d cad - south.west

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/3d.html#sw
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/3d_sw_sm.gif
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facilities - 3d cad - without roof

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/3d.html#wo roof
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/3d_plan_sm.gif
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facilities - 3d cad - animation

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/3d.html#animation
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facilities - test cells

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/tcells.html
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/tcells_bnr.gif
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facilities - test cells - plan

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/tcells.html#plan
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/tcells_plan_sm.gif
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facilities - test cells - section

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/tcells.html#sectio
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/tcells_sect_sm.gif
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facilities - test cells - elevations

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/tcells.html#elev
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/tcells_elev_se_sm.gif
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/tcells_elev_n_sm.gif
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/tcells_elev_w_sm.gif
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/tcells_elev_e_sm.gif
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facilities - details

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/details.html
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/details_bnr.gif
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/detail_axon.gif
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facilities - details - masonry

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/details_proj.html
Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/details_bnr.gif
Images: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/details_sm/Detail18_AirDistr_sm.gif
/Detail17_BiAxPlumb_Sect_sm.gif /Detail17_BiAxElect_Drwg_sm.gif /Detail17_BiaxElect_Displ_sm.gif
/Detail16_RoofPaver_Sect_sm.gif /Detail16_roofpavers_sm.gif /Detail16_RoofPaver_Promo_sm.gif
/Detail14_AcoustWall_Cnst_sm.gif /Detail14_AcoustWall_sm.gif /Detail11_SuspFlr_Drwg_sm.gif
/Detail11_SuspFlr_Constr1_sm.gif /Detail11_SuspFlr_Int2_sm.gif /Detail10_SegFtng_Promo2_sm.gif
/Detail10_SegFtng_Constr1_sm.gif /Detail9_sf_sm.gif /Detail8_Radon1_sm.gif
/Detail8_Radon2_sm.gif /Detail5_FormWall_cnstr_sm.gif /Detail5_FndtnStack_sm.gif
/Detail4_ThermWall_Constr_sm.gif /Detail3_drystack_sm.gif /Detail3_drystack2._sm.gif
/Detail3_StackWall_Sect_sm.gif /Detail2_solidpaver_sm.gif /Detail1_GrdPvr_sm.gif
/Detail1_GrdPaver_Types_sm.gif
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facilities - equipment

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/equip.html
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/equip_bnr.gif
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facilities - test equipment

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/equip.html#test
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facilities - test equipment descriptions

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/testequip/descr.html
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/testequip/default1_bnr.gif
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facilities - shop equipment

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/equip.html#shop
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facilities - shop equipment descriptions

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/shopequip/shop_descr.html
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/shopequip/default1_bnr.gif
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facilities - dxf

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/dxf/dxf.html
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/default1_bnr.gif
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facilities - dxf - plans

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/dxf/dxf.html#plan
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facilities - dxf - sections

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/dxf/dxf.html#section
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facilities - dxf - elevations

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/dxf/dxf.html#elevation
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facilities - dxf - 3d cad

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/dxf/dxf.html#cad
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facilities - dxf - details

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/dxf/dxf.html#details
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facilities - dxf - test cells

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/dxf/dxf.html#tcells
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facilities - dxf - projects

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/facilities/dxf/dxf.html#projects
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research projects

 http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/indexproj.html
              Frame: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/navproj.html
                    Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/nav_proj.gif
              Frame: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/projects.html
                    Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/projects_Bnr.gif
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research projects - objectives summary

 http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/projects.html#summary
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research projects - on site

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/onsite/onsite.html
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/onsite/onsite_bnr.gif
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research projects - on site - photovoltaics

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/onsite/pv.html
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/onsite/pv_bnr.gif
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/onsite/pv_runwaylights_sm.gif
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research projects - on site - photovoltaics.energy

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/onsite/pv.html#energy
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/onsite/pv_fig2.6_sm.gif
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research projects - on site - photovoltaics.insolation

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/onsite/pv.html#insolation
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/onsite/pv_fig2.5_sm.gif
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/onsite/pv_fig2.4_sm.gif
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research projects - on site - photovoltaics.other

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/onsite/pv.html#other
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/onsite/pv_fig2.8_sm.gif
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research projects - on site - outdoor environment

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/onsite/outdoor.html
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/onsite/outdoor_bnr.gif

internal links:
http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/onsite/outdoor.html#temp
http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/onsite/outdoor.html#wind
http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/onsite/outdoor.html#rain
http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/onsite/outdoor.html#other
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research projects - on site - indoor environment

 http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/onsite/indoor.html
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/onsite/indoor_bnr.gif

internal links:
 http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/onsite/indoor.html#temp
 http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/onsite/indoor.html#light
 http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/onsite/indoor.html#hvac
 http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/onsite/indoor.html#other
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research projects - on site - energy usage

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/onsite/energy.html
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/onsite/energy_bnr.gif

internal links:
http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/onsite/energy.html#elect
http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/onsite/energy.html#gas
http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/onsite/energy.html#solar
http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/onsite/energy.html#other
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research projects - on site - test cells

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/onsite/tcells.html
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/onsite/tcells_bnr.gif
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/onsite/tcells_map.gif

internal links:
http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/onsite/tcells.html#instr
/onsite/tcells.html#a /onsite/tcells.html#b /onsite/tcells.html#c
/onsite/tcells.html#d /onsite/tcells.html#e /onsite/tcells.html#f
/onsite/tcells.html#g /onsite/tcells.html#h /onsite/tcells.html#i
/onsite/tcells.html#j /onsite/tcells.html#equip
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research projects - on site - other

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/onsite/other.html
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/onsite/other_bnr.gif
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research projects - off site

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/offsite/offsite.html
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/offsite/offsite_Bnr.gif
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research projects - off site - solar hot water system

 http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/offsite/solarh2o.html
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/offsite/solar_bnr.gif
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research projects - off site - solar hot water system.temps

 http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/offsite/solarh2o.html#water
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/offsite/solarh2o_site_sm.gif
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research projects - off site - solar hot water system.insolation

 http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/offsite/solarh2o.html#insolation
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/offsite/solarh2o_sm.gif
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research projects - off site - solar hot water system.weather

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/offsite/solarh2o.html#weather
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/offsite/solarh2o_weather_sm.gif
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research projects - off site - solar hot water system.other

 http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/offsite/solarh2o.html#other
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research projects - off site - remote sensing

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/offsite/remote.html
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/offsite/remote_bnr.gif
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research projects - off site - other

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/offsite/other.html
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/offsite/other_bnr.gif
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research projects - archive

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/archives/archives.html
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/projects/archives/archives_bnr.gif
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research opportunities

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/indexopport.html
              Frame: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/navopport.html
                    Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/nav_opport.gif
              Frame: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/opport.html
                    Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/opport_bnr.gif
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research opportunities - building materials

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials.html
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_bnr.gif
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_axon.gif
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research opportunities - building materials

Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_axon.gif
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research opportunities - masonry projects

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_proj.html
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_proj_bnr.gif
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research opportunities - masonry project 1

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_proj.html#1
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_sm/Detail1_GrdPvr_sm.gif
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_sm/
                          Detail1_GrdPaver_Types_sm.gif
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research opportunities - masonry project 2

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_proj.html#2
               Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_sm/detail2_solidpaver_sm.gif
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research opportunities - masonry project 3

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_proj.html#3
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_sm/detail3_drystack_sm.gif
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_sm/detail3_drystack2._sm.gif
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_sm/
                          Detail3_StackWall_Sect_sm.gif
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research opportunities - masonry project 4

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_proj.html#4
              Image:  http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_sm/
                           Detail4_ThermWall_Constr_sm.gif
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research opportunities - masonry project 5

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_proj.html#5
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_sm/
Detail5_FormWall_cnstr_sm.gif
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_sm/Detail5_FndtnStack_sm.gif
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research opportunities - masonry project 6

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_proj.html#6
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research opportunities - masonry project 7

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_proj.html#7
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_sm/Detail8_Radon1_sm.gif
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research opportunities - masonry project 8

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_proj.html#8
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_sm/Detail8_Radon2_sm.gif
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research opportunities - masonry project 9

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_proj.html#9
               Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_sm/detail9_sf_sm.gif
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research opportunities - masonry project 10

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_proj.html#10
              Image:  http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_sm/
                           Detail10_SegFtng_Promo2_sm.gif
              Image:  http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_sm/
                           Detail10_SegFtng_Constr1_sm.gif
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research opportunities - masonry project 11

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_proj.html#11
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_sm/Detail11_SuspFlr_Constr1_sm.gif
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_sm/Detail11_SuspFlr_Int2_sm.gif
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_sm/Detail11_SuspFlr_Drwg_sm.gif
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research opportunities - masonry project 12

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_proj.html#12
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research opportunities - masonry project 13

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_proj.html#13
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research opportunities - masonry project 14

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_proj.html#14
              Image:  http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_sm/Detail14_AcoustWall_Cnst_sm.gif
              Image:  http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_sm/Detail14_AcoustWall_sm.gif
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research opportunities - masonry project 15

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_proj.html#15
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research opportunities - masonry project 16

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_proj.html#16
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_sm/Detail16_RoofPaver_Sect_sm.gif
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_sm/detail16_roofpavers_sm.gif
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_sm/Detail16_RoofPaver_Promo_sm.gif
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research opportunities - masonry project 17

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_proj.html#17
             Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_sm/Detail17_BiAxPlumb_Sect_sm.gif
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_sm/Detail17_BiAxElect_Drwg_sm.gif
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_sm/Detail17_BiAxElect_Sect_sm.gif
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research opportunities - masonry project 18

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_proj.html#18
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_sm/Detail18_AirDistr_sm.gif
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research opportunities - masonry project 19

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_proj.html#19
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/materials_sm/detail19_cmufloor_sm.gif
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research opportunities - alternative energy systems

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/altenergy.html
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/altenergy_bnr.gif
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research opportunities - building sensors

  http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/sensors.html
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/sensor_bnr.gif
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research opportunities - glazing systems

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/glazing.html
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/glazing_bnr.gif
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research opportunities - indoor air quality

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/iaq.html
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/iaq_bnr.gif
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research opportunities - other

 http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/other.html
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/opport/other_bnr.gif
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contributors

 http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/credits/indexcredits.html
              Frame: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/credits/navcredits.html
                    Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/credits/nav_credits.gif
              Frame: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/credits/credits.html
                    Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/credits/contrib_bnr.gif
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contributors - materials

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/credits/indexcredits.html#materials
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/credits/mat_contrib.gif
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contributors - financial

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/credits/indexcredits.html#financial
              Image: http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/credits/fin_contrib.gif
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contributors - architects

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/credits/indexcredits.html#arch
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contributors - web site

http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/credits/indexcredits.html#web
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maintenance of web pages

The Research + Demonstration Facility (RDF) web site project provides accessibility to

all available web page documentation.  This book provides a point of reference for future main-

tenance and updates to the web site.  As new projects and information are added to the site,

documentation of new content will need to be recorded in this book. Complete page information

including embedded hyper-links, associated images, active Uniform Resource Locators (URL),

and other details are vital for continued successful and intuitive organization of the web site.

Strict adherence to the web page format established will increase future maintainer’s ability to

sustain the level of quality and clarity produced.  The RDF web site companion guide exists for

others to view and use to maintain a coherent and somewhat uniform web presence.

All files presently linked to the web site are included on the accompanying CD-ROM.

With Netscape Communicator 4.0 browser installed on the CD, the user can launch the RDF

web site locally, however, access to outside links are not available unless the user is connected

to a network or modem allowing Internet accessibility (using the CD installed version of

Netscape Communicator requires using an Apple Macintosh).  The CD contains original ver-

sions of images saved in Adobe Photoshop 4.0.1 format (saved as xxx.ps4.0.1 where xxx is the

rest of the file name) allowing for alterations to existing banners, images, or navigation map

images.  Photoshop 4.0.1 format retains image layer information therefore, making it easier to

manipulate certain characteristics within images.

There are areas in the web site that allow for the inclusion of future project information.

This expandability leads to one of the more important attributes of the RDF site, to serve as an

archive of research by students and faculty.  This project provides a  place for students and

faculty to record and provide valuable architectural research information.  Placeholder pages

exist that include all navigational aids necessary to maneuver through the site.  Some of the

research areas with placeholders include:
• Test Cell Experiments
• Indoor Air Quality
• Remote Sensing
• Glazing Systems
• Alternative Energy Systems
• Building Sensors
• Energy Usage

This built-in expansion makes adding information much easier.  Refer to  the Design

Guidelines section on page three for additional web page creation criteria.  The RDF site is

divided into six main areas; introduction, what’s new, facilities, research projects, research

opportunities, and contributors.  There are folders representing each area with the exception of

the introduction - see Appendix A for a complete list of files and folders.  Presently, all files and

folders are accessed on the College of Architecture + Urban Studies server at Uniform Re-

source Locator (URL) http://www.caus.vt.edu/caus/facilities/rdf/index.html.  Web site files are

located in the CAUS WWW Server>WebSTAR>CAUS>FACILITIES>rdf folder.  The current

college server is an Apple Macintosh 8500/120 PowerPC computer running WebSTAR 2.1

Internet access software.  All web pages were created on Apple Macintosh or Macintosh clone
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computers.

Future Considerations
The current web site was created using hard coded HyperText Markup Language

(HTML) for all pages.  This project’s potential exists in its ability to incorporate more interactivity

and dynamism by using database served information.  A database front end provides flexibility

by making the site searchable and easier to update.  Static HTML is more time consuming than

adding new database delivered information.  Database delivery is more efficient by calling on

information from other computers thus freeing the server from having to maintain all information.

This project does not utilize a database format because previous database centered web sites

have relied on refined programming skills.  Evolving software is making the conversion of HTML

to database served information much easier and faster.

Another advance in software includes making animations easier to use in web sites.

Limitations due to present telecommunications bandwidth constraints make delivery of large

animations and movies too time consuming to download.  The RDF web site will benefit from

proper use of interactivity by using new software.  Javascript is a software development tool

enabling more interactivity within web pages and can enhance the RDF web site by providing a

more interactive interface for experiments.  Students could watch photovoltaic voltage changes

or a rain gauge fill up during a rain storm - all from a computer screen.  These are just a few

examples of where advanced software tools can strengthen a concept by improving the inter-

face.

Possibilities have been presented for the future direction of this project.  Currently, these

recommendations coincide with the needs of the college, however, predicting future hardware

and software capabilities, research priorities, or funding sources is an impossible task.  The

Research + Demonstration Facility web site will become a tool that evolves and progresses with

the college and its research agenda.
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appendix - a

Appendix A provides the complete research + demonstration facility web site directory
and file structure information. This list contains the files used in the web site. Consult the
downloadable rdfsite.pdf file from the introduction/site structure section of the web site for a
Adobe SiteMill 2.0 generated list of files and anchors within the files.  The names in red are the
main folders located on the left navigation frames of the web pages.

rdf folder

BGEssay.html
BGScarpaGate.gif
BGVerumFactum.gif
credits

contrib_bnr.gif
credits.html
fin_contrib.gif
indexcredits.html
mat_contrib.gif
Mat_Contrib.xls.hqx
Mat_Contrib.xls.sit
Mat_Contrib.xls.sit.hqx
Mat_Contrib.xls.ZIP
navcredits.html
nav_credits.gif

default1_bnr.gif
facilities

3d.html
3d_bnr.gif
3d_ne.JPEG
3d_ne_sm.gif
3d_plan.JPEG
3d_plan_sm.gif
3d_sw.JPEG
3d_sw_sm.gif
Biaxial_block_sm.gif
details

Detail10_SegFtng2.gif
Detail10_SegFtng_ad.gif
Detail11_SuspFlr.gif
Detail11_SuspFlr_dwg.gif
Detail14_AcoustWall.gif
Detail14_AcoustWall2.gif
Detail16_roofpavers.gif
Detail16_RoofPaver_ad.gif
Detail16_RoofPaver_Sect.gif
Detail17_BiAxElect.gif
Detail17_BiAxElect_Dwg.gif
Detail17_BiAxPlumb.gif
Detail18_AirDistr.gif
Detail1_GrdPaver_Types.gif
Detail1_GrdPvr.gif
Detail2_solidpaver.gif
Detail3_drystack.gif
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Detail3_drystack2.gif
Detail3_StackWall_Sect.gif
Detail4_ThermWall.gif
Detail5_FormWall.gif
Detail8_Radon1.gif
Detail8_Radon2.gif
Detail9_sf.gif

details.html
details_bnr.gif
details_proj.html
details_sm

Detail10_SegFtng_Constr1_sm.gif
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appendix - b

Appendix B lists all of the hardware and software used to design and construct the

research + demonstration facility web site and this document.  Appendix B  also contains infor-

mation on how to perform a Drop Shadow effect on an image using Adobe Photoshop 4.0.1.

Hardware And Software Used
Software:
Netscape Navigator 3.0 - Internet browser
Netscape Communicator 4.0.1 - Internet browser
Microsoft Internet Explorer 3.0 And 4.0p1 - Internet browser
Adobe PageMill 2.0 - WYSIWYG html software
Adobe SiteMill 2.0 - web site analyzer software
Adobe Acrobat 3.0 - pdf file creator and reader
WebOutliner 1.0.1 - analyzes web site and creates an outline html file
HTML Markdown 2.0 - removes html tags and converts to text file
HTML Editor 1.1.2 - creates and edits html pages
Adobe Photoshop 4.0.1 - image manipulation software
Adobe PageMaker 6.5 - desktop layout and publishing software
Aldus Fetch 1.0 - image database creator
Microsoft Word 6.0.1 - word processing software
Microsoft Excel 5.0 - spreadsheet software
AutoCAD R12c3 - computer aided design software
MicroStation 95 - computer aided design software
Aladdin Systems Stuffit Classic 1.6 - file compression software
ZipIt 1.2 - file compression software
JPEGView 3.3.1 - image conversion software
GraphicConverter 2.2.2 - image conversion software

Hardware:
Macintosh Computers
Power Computing Computers ( Macintosh Clones)
SyQuest EZ135, 44, 88, And 200 Mb Removable Media Storage Devices
Apple Flatbed Scanners
Nikon Coolscan and LS-3510 Slide Scanners
Apple Quicktake Digital Cameras
RasterOps 364 Video Capture Board
Fuji 8mm Video Camera
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Drop Shadow in Adobe Photoshop

4.0.1 Instructions

To perform a Drop Shadow Action

on an image follow the instructions

in Photoshop for creating a new

Action then use the image to the

right  as a guide to create the Drop

Shadow.  (the image is continued

on the next page)
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Drop Shadow Instructions -
continued
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